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Heat capacity of hydrogen-bonded networks:
an alternative view of protein folding thermodynamics
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Abstract

Ž .Large changes in heat capacity DC have long been regarded as the characteristic thermodynamic signature ofp
hydrophobic interactions. However, similar effects arise quite generally in order]disorder transitions in homoge-
neous systems, particularly those comprising hydrogen-bonded networks, and this may have significance for our
understanding of protein folding and other biomolecular processes. The positive DC associated with unfolding ofp
globular proteins in water, thought to be due to hydrophobic interactions, is also typical of the values found for the
melting of crystalline solids, where the effect is greatest for the melting of polar compounds, including pure water.
This suggests an alternative model of protein folding based on the thermodynamics of phase transitions in
hydrogen-bonded networks. Folded proteins may be viewed as islands of cooperatively-ordered hydrogen-bonded
structure, floating in an aqueous network of less-well-ordered H-bonds in which the degree of hydrogen bonding
decreases with increasing temperature. The enthalpy of melting of the protein consequently increases with
temperature. A simple algebraic model, based on the overall number of protein and solvent hydrogen bonds in folded
and unfolded states, shows how DC from this source could match the hydrophobic contribution. This confirms thep
growing view that the thermodynamics of protein folding, and other interactions in aqueous systems, are best
described in terms of a mixture of polar and non-polar effects in which no one contribution is necessarily dominant.
Q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Non-covalent interactions involving biological
and other macromolecules frequently involve

Ž .large changes in heat capacity C of the system.p
The thermal unfolding of globular proteins in
water is a classic example, where direct calorimet-

Ž .ric DSC measurements, supported by more indi-
rect methods, show that an overall heat capacity

Ž .increment positive DC is an almost universalp
w xcharacteristic of the unfolding transition 1]8 ,

see Fig. 1 for example. The heat capacity of the
unfolded polypeptide is significantly greater than
that of the more compact native conformation,
which itself has a heat capacity comparable to
that of an organic solid. Similar changes in C arep
seen in measurements of protein]protein interac-
tions and, usually to a lesser extent, in the binding
of smaller ligands to protein sites and other
macromolecular processes.

Since heat capacity is the fundamental quantity
from which other thermodynamic functions may

Ž .be derived particularly enthalpy and entropy , it
Ž .is clearly important to clarify the source s of any

apparently anomalous C behaviour. It is particu-p
larly important in biomolecular systems since DCp
effects might have significant functional conse-
quences. For example, a large DC leads to sig-p
nificant temperature variations in D H and DS
which, nevertheless, tend to compensate to give
relative smaller changes in the more functionally
significant Gibbs free energy change, DG, which
is then less sensitive to temperature fluctuations
w x Ž .9 Cooper et al., in preparation . Such variability
makes it difficult to use enthalpy andror entropy
values alone for diagnosing specific components

w xof non-covalent forces 10 , though the ‘thermo-
dynamic buffering’ that results may be of biologi-
cal advantage. Entropy]enthalpy compensation,
and the relatively high DC from which it stems,p
is often thought to be associated with the unusual
properties of solvent water, but it is now known to
be a rather general consequence of the multiplic-
ity of weak, non-covalent interactions in macro-

w xmolecular systems 11 , of which liquid water is
just one possible example. We would anticipate,
nonetheless, that water should play the dominant
role in biomolecular systems.

Fig. 1. Typical data for the heat capacity increment observed
upon thermal unfolding of a globular protein in aqueous

Ž .solution. Representative data for the excess specific heats Cp
Ž . Žof folded and unfolded states solid line for a protein lyso-

. w xzyme unfolding cooperatively at 508C are taken from 41 and
references therein. The dotted line shows the overall heat
energy uptake associated with the actual unfolding transition,
for illustration, although it is the absolute heat capacities
shown by the pre- and post-transition baselines that are of

Ž .concern here. The heat capacity increment DC at thep
transition temperature is approximately 0.46 J Ky1 gy1 in this
case.

Speculation on the origin of DC effects is notp
w xnew. Since Kauzmann 6,12 , large changes in

heat capacity have been taken as evidence for the
involvement of hydrophobic interactions arising
from specific properties of water. Experimental
data on transfer of small molecules from non-
aqueous to aqueous liquid environments show
that such transfers are normally accompanied by

w xa positive DC 13 . This is usually pictured at thep
molecular level as a consequence of the increase
in hydrogen-bonded water structures that form
around non-polar groups as they are accommo-
dated into the liquid water lattice. The progres-
sive ‘melting’ of such ice-like structures with in-
creasing temperature soaks up thermal energy
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and thereby accounts for the increased heat ca-
pacity. Accordingly, when a protein unfolds, hith-
erto buried hydrophobic residues become ex-
posed to water, with resultant increase in C .p
Similar arguments can be applied to changes in
side-chain environment during protein]protein
and protein]ligand interactions. There has been
considerable argument about whether this effect
is sufficient to explain the magnitude of the effect
seen in protein folding and other interactions, but
it is generally believed that such changes in hy-
drophobic exposure are the source of DC effectsp
and there is impressive correlation between mea-
sured DC and changes in accessible surfacep

Ž . w xareas ASA in several systems 14 . Despite this,
w xthere are still some inconsistencies 6,15,16 , and

several authors have challenged the dominance of
w xthe role of hydrophobic interactions 17]19 .

But changes in heat capacity are seen in many
order]disorder transitions, and are not necessar-
ily a sole property of hydrophobic interactions.
Particularly relevant are the increases in C asso-p
ciated with the melting of polar solids which, as
will be illustrated below, mimic in many ways the
unfolding of proteins. Consequently, we will ex-
amine here an alternative view of DC effectsp

Ž .based on phase changes in polar H-bonded net-
works, to see if such effects might be of relevance
in biomolecular systems. These considerations will
be based on known thermodynamic properties of
pure compounds, together with a simple thermo-
dynamic model for protein unfolding in an aque-
ous lattice. What will emerge is a picture illustrat-
ing how it is possible to rationalise, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, some of the apparently
anomalous heat capacity properties of bio-
molecules in water in terms of the overall sol-
ventrmacromolecular H-bonded network, with-
out necessarily any need to resort to hydrophobic
explanations. The purpose here, however, is not
necessarily to supplant such explanations, but
simply to show how additional factors may also
contribute.

2. Heat capacities of solid–liquid transitions

An increase in heat capacity is a fundamental

property of most order]disorder transitions in the
condensed phase because of the increase in ac-
cessible degrees of freedom to molecules in the

Ž .disordered state. If the disordered liquid state
moreover allows thermal disruption of inter-

Ž .molecular interactions bonds which would oth-
erwise be held in place by the cooperative nature
of the crystal lattice, then such substances should
show a further increase in heat capacity when
going from solid to liquid phase. Empirical data
confirm that the melting of most crystalline solids
is accompanied by a positive DC , as shown inp
Fig. 2. This illustrates the general rule that melt-
ing of simple crystalline solids to a more dis-
ordered liquid state generally results in an in-
crease in heat capacity of the substance. More
particularly, as a general empirical rule, melting
of polar materials involving intermolecular hydro-
gen bonding tends to give the highest values for
DC , as is most evident for substances like waterp
and ammonia where both the solid and the liquid
phases are highly structured with extensive inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding. Liquids generally
have a greater specific heat than solids under the
same conditions. For example, compilations of

w xexperimental heat capacities 20 show that for
pure organic compounds with elemental composi-
tion roughly similar to that of proteins, the heat

Žcapacities at 298 K fall into two discrete sets Fig.
.3a depending on whether the substances are

liquids or crystalline solids at that temperature.
Ž .For CHNO compounds up to C for which data5

are available at 298 K, the mean heat capacity is
Ž . y1 y11.32 "0.22 J K g for crystalline solids

Ž . Ž .ns118; range 0.81]1.92 and 2.18 "0.38 J
y1 y1 Ž .K g for liquids ns159; range 1.53]4.16 .

Fig. 3b shows also the distribution of heat capaci-
ties of folded and unfolded proteins in solution,
for comparison. This general trend is also illus-
trated by the empirical analysis of functional
group contributions to the heat capacities of solid

w xand liquid organic compounds 21 , which shows
that polar functional groups tend to contribute a
higher C component to the liquid rather thanp
the crystalline solid phase at the same tempera-
ture.

Heat capacity differences between solid and
liquid phases may be rationalised in qualitative
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Fig. 2. Examples of absolute heat capacities for pure solid and
liquid compounds as a function of temperature, plotted with

Ž .respect to the normal melting point D tsTyT . Empiricalm
w xdata are taken from 52 . For simplicity, the heat capacity

Ž .increments at the melting points D ts0 omit the large Cp
discontinuity associated with heat of melting at this point. The

Žhydrocarbons solid line: cyclohexane, T s6.78C, DC s0.19m p
J Ky1 gy1 ; dashed line: benzene, T s5.58C, DC s0.04 Jm p
Ky1 gy1 ; dotted line: naphthalene, T s818C, DC s0.04 Jm p

y1 y1.K g generally show much smaller changes in heat capac-
ity at the crystalline solid:liquid phase transition than the

Ž y1more polar compounds water: T s08C, DC s2.16 J Km p
gy1 ; ammonia: T sy788C, DC s1.31 J Ky1 gy1 ; ethanol:m p

y1 y1 Ž .T sy1308C, DC s0.67 J K g ; ethanoic acetic acid:m p
y1 y1.T s16.58C, DC s0.59 J K g .m p

terms by observing that the crystalline phase of
most polar compounds comprises a cooperatively
hydrogen bonded network or lattice where ther-
mal breakage of individual bonds is energetically
and structurally unfavourable in the solid state.
This means that heat absorption is confined
mainly to the vibrational degrees of freedom al-

lowed by this ordered lattice and consequently Cp
is low. This contrasts with the liquid state where,
although residual H-bondrlattice structure may

Ž .persist as seen to greatest effect in liquid water ,
intermolecular bonds have much more freedom
to bend or break with increasing temperature. It
follows, therefore, that additional thermal energy

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Distribution of specific heats heat capacity, C atp
298 K for pure organic solids and liquids. Experimental data

w xare taken from 20 for compounds up to and including C5
with elemental composition CHO, CHN or CHNO for which

Ž .data are available 118 crystalline solids and 159 pure liquids .
Ž . Ž . y1 y1The mean values "S.D. are 1.32 "0.22 J K g and

Ž . y1 y12.18 "0.38 J K g for solids and liquids, respectively.
The curves show Gaussian fits to the individual distributions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b C values for native ns35 and denatured ns13p
proteins in aqueous solution at 298]300 K. Data are taken

w x Ž .from the compilation in 41 with mean values of 1.49 "0.13
y1 y1 Ž . y1 y1J K g and 1.95 "0.15 J K g for native and

denatured states, respectively.
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may be taken up by the polar liquid as inter-
molecular H-bonds are broken, in addition to the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom
further allowed to the molecules in the liquid
state. Consequently it takes more thermal energy
to bring about a rise in temperature of the liquid
than the solid, and C is higher.p

3. Proteins as parts of H-bonded networks

The heat capacity effects described above for
pure substances show striking similarity with
changes seen upon thermal unfolding of proteins
Ž .Figs. 1]3 . The apparent excess heat capacities
of proteins in solution can now be measured quite

w xaccurately by calorimetric methods 1]8,22 . For
native globular proteins in water the heat capac-
ity shows a slight temperature dependence, with
typical values of approximately 1.5 J Ky1 gy1 at
room temperature, comparable to organic solids

Ž .of similar elemental composition Fig. 3 . Un-
folded polypeptides in water have a higher heat

Ž y1 y1.capacity approx. 1.9 J K g , and the overall
Žtemperature dependence of C including the un-p

.folding transition as typically observed in a DSC
wexperiment is illustrated in Fig. 1. Unlike regular

crystalline solids, the microscopic size of a single
protein molecule means that the ‘melting’ transi-
tion does not show the discontinuity in heat ca-
pacity usually seen for first-order phase transi-
tions of macroscopic systems, but rather the
broader endotherm } shown by the dotted line
in Fig. 1 } representing the ‘latent heat of
fusion’ or thermal energy required to undergo
unfolding. However, this simply reflects the finite

Žsize of the cooperative unit i.e. the protein
. w xmolecule involved in the transition 3,7 and has

no bearing on the more general properties under
xconsideration here.

These similarities } both qualitative and
quantitative } between the melting of pure com-
pounds and the unfolding of proteins in water
may be simply coincidental. However, on reflec-
tion, there may be closer parallels than hitherto
considered. Globular proteins in their native state
are generally compact cooperative structures, and
their thermal unfolding may be regarded in some

ways as analogous to the melting of a small solid.
Other thermodynamic properties of native pro-
teins such as packing density, compressibility,
thermal expansion coefficient, etc., are similar to

w xbulk organic solids 19,23]25 , and recent struc-
w xtural analysis 26 has shown how they may be

best regarded as surface-molten solids. A folded
protein is a cooperative structure in which most,
if not all, polypeptide backbone and sidechain
hydrogen bonds are satisfied, either internally by
H-bonding to other groups or externally by solva-
tion. Extensive structural studies have shown that
unpaired H-bond donors or acceptors are rare

w xinside native proteins 27,28 , as might be ex-
pected from the energetic cost of breaking a
hydrogen bond without compensatory solvation or
other interactions. The interior of a globular pro-
tein, although often pictured as a non-polar envi-
ronment, more realistically comprises an ex-
tended network of hydrogen-bonded interactions
between peptide groups and polar sidechains, ir-
regular but nonetheless conformationally specific,
within which non-polar residues may be accom-
modated. Indeed, it is this cooperative interplay
between the packing of bulky sidechains and the
satisfaction of H-bonding requirements that de-
termines the native fold. And the cooperative
nature of the fold means that, although there may
be small changes in dynamics and surface details,
the majority of these structural features remain
intact in the folded state regardless of variations
in temperature, pH, or the presence of denatu-
rants, until the system becomes globally unstable
and a cooperative transition to some other state
is induced.

In distinct contrast to the cooperative native
fold, the unfolded protein is a much less ordered
structure: conformationally heterogeneous and
dynamic, with groups exposed predominantly to
solvent water. Many of the protein]protein H-
bonds that existed in the folded structure may be
replaced by protein]water interactions in the un-
folded state. However, the extent of hydrogen
bonding } both peptide]water in the unfolded
state and in the aqueous solvent itself } will vary

Ž .with temperature and denaturants? in a way
that should be reflected in the temperature de-
pendence of the enthalpy of unfolding and other
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Žparameters. The molecular mechanics of pro-
tein]water hydrogen bonds and the effects of
local water bridges on polypeptide conformations

w xhave been examined recently 29 , but here we
wish to focus on the more general thermodynamic

.effects on protein stability. The situation is illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 4. At low tempera-
tures, protein]protein hydrogen bonds within the
folded structure are largely replaced by hydrogen
bonds to water molecules in the unfolded state,

so there is little or no change in overall numbers
of bonds. At higher temperatures, however, much
less H-bonding network exists in the solvent and
unfolded polypeptide states } although it per-
sists in the cooperatively folded state. Conse-
quently there is an overall breakage of hydrogen
bonds upon unfolding at higher temperatures,
and the enthalpy of unfolding becomes progres-
sively more endothermic with increase in temper-
ature.

Fig. 4. Cartoon depicting the extent of proteinrwater hydrogen bonding in the folded and unfolded states. No semblance of
structural realism is intended here. The bold lines represent stylistically the protein polypeptide, with water molecules swarming
around. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dotted lines. The cooperatively folded structure will have elements of secondary and
tertiary structure with an internal hydrogen bonded network that remains relatively intact regardless of temperature. In contrast,
the unfolded polypeptide, and the water that surrounds and hydrates it, will contain more transient hydrogen bonded networks that

Ždecrease in extent with increase in temperature. This unfolded polypeptide, though sketched here in an extended conformation,
will in reality exist as a dynamic ensemble of conformational substates that approaches the hypothetical random coil state only

.under extreme conditions. When the protein unfolds at low temperatures, most, if not all internal hydrogen bonds might be
replaced by hydrogen bonds to water, and the net enthalpy contribution from this source might be close to zero. However, for
unfolding at higher temperatures, the cooperative nature of the protein fold means that the same number of internal bonds are
broken, but relatively fewer of them might be replaced by interaction with water. Consequently, unfolding at higher temperature
will be more endothermic.
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All this takes place, normally, within a solvent
environment which itself consists of an extensive,
albeit dynamic, network of hydrogen bonded in-
teractions between water molecules. There have
been many theories of liquid water, but . . . ‘The
present consensus seems to be that liquid water is a
macroscopic network of molecules connected by fre-
quent but transient hydrogen bonds, which allow
unbonded neighbours to occur in numbers that ¨ary

w x Žwith temperature and pressure.’ 30 . As pointed
w xout by Dill 6 , this ‘melting’ of the hydrogen-

bonded water lattice at higher temperatures might
best be viewed as a bending rather than breakage
of discrete bonds, but this does not affect the

.overall picture presented here. Consequently,
both the protein molecule and the water environ-
ment around it comprise extensively hydrogen-
bonded networks. For the liquid water and the
unfolded polypeptide within it, this network is
fluxional, with ephemeral regions of order and
disorder in perpetual dynamic interchange, at
rates and levels that depend on temperature and
other parameters. In comparison, folded proteins
may be viewed as islands of cooperatively-ordered
hydrogen-bonded structure, floating in an aque-
ous network of less-well-ordered H-bonds in which
the degree of hydrogen bonding decreases with
increasing temperature.

One consequence of this picture is that the role
of solvent water in the overall thermodynamics of
hydrogen bonding in such systems should now
become more temperature dependent. Conven-
tionally, hydrogen bonding in biomolecular sys-
tems has been considered ‘thermodynamically
neutral’, since it was generally perceived that in a
typical unfolding or ligand-dissociation process,

Ž .H-bonds between protein or other groups would
be replaced by H-bonds to water in the overall
scheme, and no net change in total number of
hydrogen bonds would result. This conclusion fol-
lows naturally from the known high solubility of
polar compounds in water, supported in more
detail by classic model compound studies
w x6,19,31,32 which seem to confirm that little or
no thermodynamic advantage to the formation of
hydrogen bonds between groups when water was

Ž .present } at least in terms of free energy DG .
In this picture, hydrogen bonds are clearly crucial

in controlling folding and stereochemical speci-
ficity, but do not appear to contribute in any
major way to the overall thermodynamic stability.
However, such model compound studies have
been concerned mainly with DG effects at just

Ž .one temperature usually 258C , so heat capacity
effects have not been examined in detail. More-
over, the effects of cooperativity and temperature
on the overall H-bond balance sheet are not
accounted for in such models. In particular, if the
propensity for water hydrogen bonding to sol-
vated groups decreases at higher temperatures,
then the overall neutrality of hydrogen bonding
must be called into question. In the context of
protein unfolding, as described above, this means
that the total number of hydrogen bonds broken
in the protein]water system during unfolding will
rise as the temperature of the transition in-
creases. Consequently, at least enthalpically, hy-
drogen bonding will not be neutral over an ex-
tended temperature range. Indeed, we would ex-
pect the endothermic D H arising from hydrogen
bond breaking to increase with temperature, giv-
ing a positive contribution to the DC of unfold-p

Ž .ing see Fig. 4 .

4. Protein unfolding: a hydrogen-bonded lattice
model

These largely qualitative observations may be
reinforced by consideration of a simple algebraic
model taking account of the overall numbers of
hydrogen bonds, including solvent, in both folded
and unfolded states at different temperatures.
For simplicity, and in order to illustrate the main
points, this model will be based on the following
assumptions:

Ž .1. The native protein N is a compact, coopera-
tively-folded structure in which most, if not
all, internal hydrogen bonding interactions
are satisfied. The cooperative nature of the
folding means that these hydrogen bonds re-
main essentially intact at all temperatures,

Žuntil the protein unfolds. This is essentially
the ‘2-state’ hypothesis upon which most

.analysis of protein folding is based.
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Ž .2. The unfolded polypeptide U is an irregular,
Žflexible structure or ensemble of dynamically

.interchanging structures , predominantly ex-
posed to solvent. The non-cooperative nature
of this structure means that interactions are
kinetically transient and temperature depen-
dent. In particular, the extent of hydrogen

Žbonding between protein peptide and
.sidechain groups and water will decrease with

rise in temperature.
Ž .3. The solvent water w comprises a similarly

irregular hydrogen-bonded lattice, in which
the extent of intermolecular H-bonding also
decreases with increasing temperature.

Clearly these assumptions are simplistic, partic-
ularly in relation to the structure and interactions
in liquid water, but they will allow us to proceed
to illustrate the salient features. Much more real-
istic details may be incorporated into the model
later, if required, once its relevance has been
established.

The model will examine what contribution hy-
drogen bonds might make, over and above hy-
drophobic and other non-covalent interactions
that have already been extensively discussed by
others. We will concentrate here on counting the
total number of hydrogen bonds in the system
under various conditions, and for this it is neces-
sary to define a series of terms. Imagine an
isolated protein molecule in an appropriate
amount of solvent water, and let:

n s the total number of amino acid residues
in the polypeptide chain;

n s the total number of water moleculesw
Ž .per polypeptide in the system;

Ž .f s the fraction of internal protein]pro-pp
tein H-bonds made in the natively-

Ž . Žfolded N state f s1 in the simplestpp
.case, ignoring unmade bonds ;

f s the fractional probability of formationww
of water]water H-bonds in the bulk
solvent;

f s the fractional probability that any ex-pw
posed protein donorracceptor group
may be H-bonded to water in the un-

Ž .folded U state;

Ž .h s the average enthalpy of formation ofpp
a protein]protein H-bond, assumed all
identical for simplicity;

h s the enthalpy of formation of a water]ww
water H-bond;

Ž .h s the average enthalpy of formation ofpw
a protein]water H-bond, assumed all
identical for simplicity;

H s total enthalpy of the native protein sys-N
Ž .tem including waters ; and

H s total enthalpy of the unfolded proteinU
Ž .system including waters .

Similar nomenclature will apply for other ther-
Žmodynamic parameters: entropy s , s , s ,ww wp pp

. Ž .S , S ; and free energy g , g , g , G , G .N U ww wp pp N U
Imagine a polypeptide chain that can fold

cooperatively into a compact globular structure
and in which donor and acceptor sites may align
Ž .more or less perfectly to form bonds. Imagine

Ž .also that this exists in a sea of solvent water
molecules that themselves also carry donor and
acceptor sites that may form bonds with each
other or with exposed sites on the polypeptide or

Ž .protein see Fig. 4 . Since we are interested in
changes in thermodynamic parameters during un-
folding, assume a scenario in which there exist
only two possible states: the compact ‘native’ fold
Ž .N and the flexible, extended, ‘unfolded’ state
Ž . ŽU . This does not necessarily imply that only
these two states are available, but simply that
these represent two extreme possibilities. The na-
ture of cooperative 2-state behaviour has been

w xdiscussed by several authors, see 33,34 for exam-
ple, and even a continuum of states can exhibit
apparent 2-state properties under some circum-

w x .stances 35 .
In order to estimate the hydrogen bonding

contribution to the overall thermodynamics of
unfolding, it is necessary simply to count the total

Žnumber of hydrogen bonds including solvent
. Ž .bonds in each state. A fraction f ofpp

Ž .donor]acceptor groups in the native protein N
Ž .will form protein]protein p]p bonds. In the

Ž . Ž .unfolded protein U a fraction f of suchpw
groups will instead form hydrogen bonds to water.
Both N and U systems will also contain ‘free’
water molecules that will themselves experience
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transient hydrogen bonding with other molecules,
with time-averaged fractional water]water hydro-
gen bonding f . Simply counting hydrogenww
bonds, including both chain and water molecules

Ž .and bearing in mind that each residue peptide
contains two potential hydrogen bond sites and
that solvent bonds are shared, gives the total

Ženthalpy of the N state assuming only p]p and
w]w bonds exist, and ignoring sidechain hydrogen

.bonds for simplicity :

H sn ? f ?h qn ? f ?h r2N pp pp w ww ww

and for the U state:

Ž .H s2n ? f ?h q n y2n ? f ?h r2U pw pw w ww ww

Žgiving, for the enthalpy of unfolding hydrogen
.bond contribution only :

D H sH yHunf,h U N

Ž . Ž .sn ? 2 ? f ?h y f ?h y f ?h 1pw pw ww ww pp pp

with similar expressions for the hydrogen bond
contributions to unfolding entropy and free en-

Žergy. The subscript ‘h’ indicates that this repre-
sents only hydrogen bond contributions. Other

.terms may be added later if required.
w Ž .xThis expression Eq. 1 will allow qualitative

discussion, and might even form the basis for
simple numerical estimates. For example, and to
check for consistency, consider some particular
cases.

Firstly, imagine the situation if all hydrogen
bonds are identical and of equal occupancy no
matter where they occur, then h sh sh ,ww pw pp
f s f s f , and D H s0 as expected. Inww pw pp unf,h
this case, which corresponds roughly to the con-
ventional thermodynamically neutral view of hy-
drogen bond effects in water, there would be no

Ž .enthalpic contribution stabilising or otherwise
to folding. Similar conclusions would be drawn
about hydrogen bond contributions to DS andunf
DG . In such a case, all the thermodynamicsunf
would be determined by the other interactions
Ž .hydrophobic, dispersion, etc. that have been
omitted here.

A slightly more plausible view might propose
Ž .for simplicity that all hydrogen bonds have the

Žsame enthalpies, h sh sh 'h, but poten-ww pw pp
.tially different fractional occupancies. Although

it is clearly unrealistic to assume that all H-bond
enthalpies are the same, regardless of their
chemical nature, this assumption does allow for-
mulation of a basic model that may be refined
later as necessary. In this case:

Ž .D H snh 2 ? f y f y funf,h pw ww pp

Žshowing that a finite enthalpy of unfolding posi-
.tive or negative can arise even if all hydrogen

bonds have the same heat of formation, provided
the overall extent of hydrogen bonding changes
during the unfolding process.

This example forms the basis for a tentative
working model in which we might assume for
simplicity, or because we lack any more detailed
knowledge, that:

1. all internal protein hydrogen bonds are made
in the native state: f s1;pp

2. all hydrogen bond enthalpies are equal: hww
sh sh 'h; andpw pp

3. protein]water and water]water bonds are in-
distinguishable: f s f ' f.pw ww

Ž .This reduces Eq. 1 to a seductively simple
expression for the unfolding enthalpy:

Ž . Ž .D H synh 1y f 2unf,h

where h is the heat of formation of a hydrogen
Ž .bond of whatever kind and f is the fractional

probability of any water molecule or exposed
protein group forming a hydrogen bond with an-
other water molecule.

Certain consequences follow from this model,
Ž .as expressed by Eq. 2 :

Ž .1. D H is normally endothermic positiveunf,h
since the heat of hydrogen bond formation
Ž . Ž .h must be negative exothermic , and fF1.

2. Since, intuitively, f will decrease with increas-
Žing temperature, D H also increases be-unf,h

.coming more endothermic with increasing
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temperature. Consequently, DC is posi-p,unf
tï e.

3. D H might reach a hypothetical maximumunf,h
Ž .D H synh when fs0, presumablyunf,h,max
at some temperature sufficiently high above

Ž1008C that water molecules in the liquid
.state might be viewed to have lost all hydro-

gen bond interactions with their neighbours.
4. D H might reach a hypothetical minimumunf,h

Ž . ŽD H s0 at some sufficiently low butunf,h,min
.possibly unattainable temperature when f

approaches unity.
5. Exothermic unfolding at low temperatures

Ž w x.cold denaturation 36,37 , though not explic-
witly a prediction of this primitive model Eq.

Ž .x2 , would result if not all p]p bonds were
Ž .made in the native state f -1 . In suchpp

Ž .instances Eq. 2 would become: D H sunf,h
Ž .ynh f y f so that the enthalpy of unfold-pp

ing would change sign at temperatures below
Žwhich the fractional hydrogen bonding in su-

.percooled? liquid water exceeds that in the
folded protein. Since 100% of possible H-
bonding is not seen even in the best folded

w xexamples 27,28 , this is not implausible.

All these predictions match remarkably well
w xwith known properties of proteins 1]7,22 , de-

spite the relative simplicity of the underlying as-
sumptions. More detailed versions of this model

Ž w x.might adopt the more realistic view e.g. 19,38
that not all hydrogen bonds are the same in Eq.
Ž . Ž .1 and use a variety of enthalpies h and fractio-

Ž .nal probabilities f . For example, if formation of
protein]water hydrogen bonds were to be more
exothermic than water]water or protein]protein

Ž .bonds h -h ,h then protein unfoldingpw ww pp
would be exothermic even without change in f.
The unfolding enthalpy could thus be made either
endo- or exothermic at will by appropriate choice
of parameters. Unfortunately there is not yet
sufficient detailed empirical information about
the individual hydrogen bond strengths in such

w xcircumstances 19 to merit taking this approach
further here.

Similar considerations will also apply to the
entropic contribution from hydrogen bonding.
Again taking the simplest basic assumptions as

above, the hydrogen bond component of the en-
tropy of unfolding might be written:

Ž .DS syns 1y funf,h

where s is the entropy of formation of any hydro-
gen bond, expected to be negative because of the
loss of motional degrees of freedom that this
implies. As a result, DS would be expected tounf,h
make a positive contribution to unfolding, again
increasingly positive with increase in temperature
as f decreases.

The relative stability of N vs. U depends of
course on the balance of enthalpic and entropic
contributions as expressed in the overall Gibbs
free energy change, which for the hydrogen bond
contribution in this model would be written:

DG sD H yT ?DSunf,h unf,h unf,h

Ž .Ž .syn 1y f hyT ?s

For completeness at this stage, recognising that
we have ignored or omitted many other possible
contributions to the overall unfolding process, we
must add the change in configurational entropy of

Žthe polypeptide chain upon unfolding DS ;config
this is of course the major thermodynamic barrier
to folding that all other interactions must over-

.come if folding is to be possible , together with a
Ž .contribution DG that takes account of allother

Žother interactions hydrophobic, electrostatic, van
.der Waals, etc. so far neglected. This gives an

overall expression for the unfolding free energy
of the form:

Ž .Ž .DG syn 1y f hyT ?s yT ?DSunf config

qDGother

where the first term on the right is the hydrogen
bond model contribution developed here, T is the

Žabsolute temperature, DS is the change in-config
.crease in configurational entropy of the polypep-

tide chain upon unfolding, and DG covers allother
other contributions to the unfolding free energy.

Certain questions remain:
1. What is meant by ‘h’ and ‘s’ in this context?
We have defined these terms as the enthalpy
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Ž . Ž .h and entropy s of formation of a hydrogen
bond in the proteinrsolvent lattice, without much
consideration of what they might represent in real
terms or what values they might take. As a first
approximation we might imagine these to be simi-
lar to the enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond

Žformation between groups in vacuo or vapour
.phase , and we might certainly use such numbers

Ž .as an upper limit. Enthalpies h based on such
estimates would be in the range y12 to y25 kJ

y1 Ž y1 .mol y3 to y6 kcal mol , for example
w x19,39 . But this is probably an overestimate. More
reasonably, in the context of the current model, h
and s might be considered to be the enthalpy and

Ž .entropy change for a possibly hypothetical
process going from a freely rotating group in a
polar cavity to a fixed, hydrogen bond orientation.
As a result, s will probably be negative due to
loss of rotational degrees of freedom, and h will

Ž .be the negative enthalpy difference between a
rotationally averaged-dipole in a polar cavity and
the most favourable hydrogen bond orientation.
In either case, the absolute magnitudes are
probably less than would be anticipated from in
vacuo measurements.

2. How might we estimate f and its variation
with temperature?

Inasmuch as we are assuming that p]w bonds
are very similar to w]w bonds, and inasmuch as
many of the thermodynamic properties of liquid
water are themselves a manifestation of hydrogen
bond interactions, it may be reasonable to esti-

Ž .mate f T from the known properties of water
Žw x .39 , for example . Following the same logic as
above, considering liquid water alone in the
absence of protein, and assigning the bulk of the
thermodynamic properties to hydrogen bonding,
the total enthalpy of n water molecules in thew
liquid phase would be:

H sn ? f ?hw w ww ww

Ž .with molar heat capacity: C s 1rn ?p,water w
d H rdT s h ? d f rdT , giving: d f rdT sw ww ww ww
C rh .p,water ww

wIncorporating this into the primitive model Eq.
Ž .x2 gives, for the molar heat capacity increment
upon unfolding:

DC sdD H rdTsnh ?d frdTfn ?Cp,unf unf p,water

where C is that fraction of the molar heatp,water
capacity of liquid water that might be ascribed to
thermal disruption of the hydrogen bond network
in the liquid. Of course, not all of the heat

Ž y1 y1capacity of water totalling 4.18 J K g , or 75 J
y1 y1 .K mol , at room temperature may be at-

tributed to the effects of hydrogen bonding. But
the most that might be ascribed to molecular
motions in the equipartition limit would be 3R, or
approximately 25 J Ky1 moly1, assuming three
translational and three rotational degrees of free-

Ždom where R is the gas constant, and ignoring
molecular vibrations that will be suppressed by

.quantum effects at normal temperatures . The
remainder must be due to inter-molecular effects,
primarily hydrogen bonding in this case. This
would suggest an upper limit to the hydrogen
bond contribution to the heat capacity increment
on unfolding per residue of order C , that isp,water
approximately 50 J Ky1 moly1 at room tempera-
ture. Given the extreme crudity of the model, and
the naivety of some of the underlying approxima-
tions, this is surprisingly good numerical agree-
ment with observation. Experimental heat capac-

w xity increments for a range of proteins 22,40,41
lie in the range 40]80 J Ky1 moly1 per residue at

Žroom temperature, falling to lower values 20]50
y1 y1.J K mol at higher temperatures in a way

Ž .that the model does not yet predict } though
this could easily be explained away by a reduction
in d frdT or a temperature-dependent change in
bonding in the native state. Nonetheless, this
estimated upper limit per residue for DC ofp
approximately 50 J Ky1 moly1, corresponding to
approximately 0.45 J Ky1 gy1 for a mean residue
weight of 110 Da, is not inconsistent with the

Ž .observed spread of data at 258C Fig. 3 . For the
proteins for which data are currently available
w x41 the mean increase in C upon unfolding atp

Ž . y1 y1258C is 0.48 "0.14 J K g .
Further numerical estimates are equally

Žpromising. The enthalpy of the solidª liquid ice
.ªwater melting transition varies from 6 kJ

moly1 at 08C to approximately 10 kJ moly1 at
Ž1008C by extrapolation using experimental heat

.capacity data , suggesting an estimate for h of
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approximately y5 kJ moly1 if all this comes from
Ž .breaking of hydrogen bonds two per molecule in

the condensed phase. Similar orders of magnitude
may be obtained from estimates of the fractional
hydrogen bonding in liquid water at different

w xtemperatures 39 . Consequently we would antici-
Ž .pate a maximum D H fª0 of order q5 kJunf

moly1 per residue in this model. Experimentally
w x40 the maximalrplateau values of specific un-
folding enthalpies are found to cluster approxi-

y1 Žmately q5.5 kJ mol . Earlier work suggesting
more exact convergence on common values at
high temperatures, which sparked considerable

w xspeculation 2,42]44 , has not been substantiated
w x .by data from a larger set of trial proteins 40 .

5. Discussion

Unfolding of a protein requires that specific
hydrogen bonds within the native fold be re-
placed, at least in part, by less specific hydrogen
bonds to solvent. The cooperative nature of pro-
tein folding implies that most, if not all hydrogen
bonds are formed in the native state, but the

Ž .number of H-bonds primarily to solvent in the
unfolded state will depend on conditions such as
temperature and denaturant concentrations. In
particular, with increase in temperature, the num-
ber of peptide]solvent hydrogen bonds will de-
crease, giving an increasingly more endothermic

Ž .contribution positive DC to the unfolding ther-p
modynamics. Although one might query the
numerical assumptions and approximations in-
volved, it is clear that the thermodynamics of
melting of hydrogen-bonded networks described
here is at least qualitatively similar to the experi-
mental behaviour for unfolding of proteins in
water. And crude numerical estimates suggest
that the model might be quantitatively significant
as well. Using a model in which folded proteins
are viewed as islands of crystallinity floating in a
sea of less-well-ordered hydrogen bonds we have
been able to account for many of the basic fea-
tures of unfolding thermodynamics in terms of
hydrogen bonding alone, without recourse to
other effects.

But this contrasts with the more conventional
view of protein folding, which attributes most of
the thermodynamic effects to changes in exposure
of non-polar sidechain groups during unfolding.
Indeed, statistical correlation analyses which de-
monstrate a relationship between DC and buriedp

Ž .surface areas ASA tend to indicate a negative
contribution of peptide hydrogen bonding to un-

w xfolding heat capacity changes 14 , in direct con-
trast to the positive value suggested here. Al-
though the correlations look quite convincing,

w xRose and Wolfenden, and others, 19 have
pointed out a potential difficulty with such analy-
ses where . . . ‘if proteins bury a well-beha¨ed and
constant fraction of their apolar surface and also
ha¨e a constant heat capacity, then any strong corre-
lation between these properties need not be causal..’
w x19 . The universality of the ASArDC effect hasp

w xbeen challenged in recent work 45,46 in which
DC values obtained experimentally do not nec-p
essarily tally with what might have been expected
on the basis of changes in non-polar surface areas
alone. In any case, the experimental situation is
so under-determined, with broadly similar data
from a relatively small set of proteins for which
both detailed structural and calorimetric data are
available, that it is feasible that multi-variate
analysis may not necessarily yield a unique corre-
lation. This possibility is currently under investi-
gation, but it is feasible that in attempting to
ascribe the majority of the DC effect to non-polarp
groups, one might force the analysis to over-com-
pensate with other contributions that do not nec-
essarily reflect physical reality. Moreover, the var-
ious small model compound systems } both solid
and liquid } used in much previous work may
not properly reflect the folded protein environ-
ment. Estimates based on solubilities and heats of

w xsolution of cyclic dipeptides 38 suggest a nega-
tive DC for amide]amide hydrogen bonds but ap
positive DC for amide]hydroxyl bonds. Suchp
differences are hard to reconcile theoretically,
and the experimental situation may be con-
founded by specific crystal packing effects that
are difficult to separate from individual group

w xcontributions 38 . This illustrates some of the
profound difficulties encountered when attempt-
ing to tease out the separate contributions to
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interaction thermodynamics in such heteroge-
neous systems.

This work has shown how it is possible that
‘partial melting’ of hydrogen-bonded lattices
might result in thermodynamic characteristics
similar to those changes conventionally associated
with hydrophobic group exposure. Consequently,
in most cases involving unfolding of globular pro-
teins, for example, it will be difficult to estimate

Ž .which if any of these two interpretations is
correct. One test would be to examine thermal
transitions in polypeptides that do not contain
significant buried hydrophobic groups or which do
not involve significant changes in non-polar ASA.
In such instances we would anticipate a finite
positive DC in the unfolding transition, even inp
the apparent absence of hydrophobic effects. Two

w xrecent examples show just this effect 47,48 . A
16-residue peptide that forms a b-hairpin involv-
ing anti-parallel b-sheet in water unfolds cooper-
atively with a large DC s1400 J Ky1 moly1

p
Ž y1 y1. w xapprox. 0.8 J K g at 298 K 47 . A similar

y1 y1 Žeffect, with DC s460 J K mol approx. 0.15p
y1 y1.J K g , has been reported for the unfolding

w xof an a-helical dicyclic 29-residue peptide 48 .
These values span the range seen for unfolding of

w xmuch larger globular proteins 22,40,41 . Al-
w xthough both sets of authors 47,48 attempt to

interpret their data in hydrophobic terms, it might
seem more pragmatic to associate the effects
more directly with the more obvious hydrogen
bonding changes. Similar DC effects are seen forp
unfolding of large fibrous proteins such as colla-

w xgen, myosin and paramyosin 22,49 , further
showing that significant DC effects can occurp
even in the absence of an identifiable core of
hydrophobic residues. Recent work has shown
that single-layer b-sheets can fold without a hy-

w xdrophobic core 50 , and members of the cellular
Ž .retinoic acid binding protein CRABP family

have an unusually small hydrophobic core despite
w xtheir very stable fold 51 . Although DC data arep

not yet available, such proteins and synthetic pep-
tides should provide an interesting test of the
proposals presented here.

The model described here might be applicable
in other areas of protein folding and interaction.

For example, the effects of increasing concentra-
tions of denaturants such as urea or guanidinium
hydrochloride might be viewed, at least in part, as
analogous to an increase in temperature, since
such small hydrophilic molecules are likely to
disrupt the H-bonding lattice in the solvent and
unfolded polypeptide state without markedly af-
fecting the folded protein. It should be possible to
extend these ideas to other systems such as pro-
tein]protein or protein]nucleic acid complexes
where extensive hydrogen bonding and solvent
interface effects may be significant. And the model
may also rationalise the thermodynamics of non-
specific aggregation of unfolded or mis-folded
proteins frequently observed especially at higher
temperatures.
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